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1. For the function checking job you need a plier and 
4mm & 5mm Allen key. In order to check the 
function, you don't need to dis-assemble the fork 
from the bike.

2. Push up the lock-out knob, in order to remove it. If it 
moves up difficult, then use... 

3. ... a slot screwdriver as lever, taking care not to scratch 
the top cap.

4. This is the adjustment unit for the lock-out function.

5. Remove the adjustment unit with the pliers. 6. Now, please check if the lock-out cartridge is fastened, 
using the 5mm Allen key. If not, then tighten.



10. Now, keep in mind that the fork is in locked 
condition. Please remark the "red" marked stopper 
on the lock-out knob. This stopper has to be inserted 
to the left of the stopper in the top cap. 

11. If you consider the stopper (yellow) in the top cap to be 
placed in the position of 12 o'clock, then you have to place 
the stopper of the knob at 11 o'clock. Now turn the knob 
counter-clockwise and check if the fork is un-locked.

7a. Depending on the customer's claim, there are two possible 
actions you should take , using the 4mm Allen key:

a.) The customer claims that the lock-out doesn't close 
anymore. Here you turn the Allen key clockwise, until 
you feel a stop. Then you push on the handlebar and 
check if the fork is locked. If yes, proceed with the step 
below. If not, and there is oil in the top cap, then the 
cartridge is defective and needs to be exchanged.   

8. No matter which of the two above mentioned 
claims are present, please turn the 4mm Allen key 
clockwise, until you feel the stop. Now, please remark 
the position of the "yellow" marked stopper ( which is 
actually black), before re-inserting the adjustment unit.

7b. 
b.) The customer claims that the lock-out is closed and 

doesn't open anymore. Here you turn the Allen key 
counter-clockwise, for about 360°. Then you push on 
the handlebar and check if the fork is unlocked. If yes, 
proceed with the step below. 

9. Re-insert the adjustment unit (toothed washer with 
short 4mm Allen key) and take care to push it well into 
the top cap, until it is flush with it. Else, the Allen key 
is not inserted properly and the lock-out will not work. 


